2005 dodge grand caravan tail light cover

If your parts are going to just melt off, you probably shouldn't sell them in California!!!! I noticed
that the adhesive was slightly raising, but didn't think it would just allow the lens to fall off. I
was on my way to Seattle from Sacramento to say goodbye to my dad before he passed and
when I arrived my lens was gone!!! Not something someone wants to deal with, especially while
taking a long driving trip!!! The housing assembly for the rear lights are metal, the red lens
covers are placed on with an adhesive that don't like heat, evidently! I called the dealership the
last time, they told us they had never heard of such a thing. We ordered it from another dealer. I
have lost it again today My aunt AND my husbands boss have different years than we do, and
also lost their covers. One going down the interstate! Not only is it expensive to keep replacing
this, but its annoying as well. Now we have to wait for a light to be ordered from the dealership,
therefore unless we want to cover our light with red tape, its illegal to drive now. All because
Dodge can't use a better adhesive?! Come on! The lens cover just falls off with no injury to it.
We noticed the tail light cover on the driver's side was coming off. It did end up flying off on a
trip after driving on the interstate. Now the passenger side is doing the same. What a piece of
junk! If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common Solutions: buy new one 4
reports not sure 1 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook
Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this
Grand Caravan problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Dodge mechanic Read reviews of repair
shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add
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posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Quality Unless noted otherwise,
these are new aftermarket parts. They are manufactured to align with Original Equipment OE
specifications and act as a direct replacement for the factory part, not as an upgrade or
improvement. They will fit and function as the original factory part did. Skip to main content. In
Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect
your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during
transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold by. Brand: Aftermarket Auto Parts. About this item
This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These
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EverydayAutoParts. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1
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Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right
now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. QC is shoddy on these -- the bulb sockets are not
precisely molded. The clips retaining the bulb in the socket do not retain the bulb. After 24 - 48
hours the bulb vibrates loose and pops from the socket. Once the bulb pops loose, it is not

humanly possible to push the bulb behind the clip. One person found this helpful. They were to
the point where they were loose and rattled, but were still useful as spares. These replacements
plugged in and attached perfectly. The only difference is that the OEM tail lamps have an
electrical connector that's molded into the assembly. These replacements use a wire pigtail with
a plug that snaps into the car's wiring harness. The electrical connection is perfect. But there is
a chance of rattling. So I wrapped the wire pigtail in the bubble wrap that the new lamps were
packed in and held the wrap together with wire ties. No rattles, but there may not have been
anyway. These replacements also came with bulbs pre-loaded, so that was quick and easy.
After finding the correct, desired set of taillights and getting through the diboggle of delivery,
lights installed wonderfully well. Fit was good, but after about 6 months, the brake lights started
to fail on and off. Not a bulb issue, but rather the socket that holds the bulb is faulty and the
bulbs do not snap in and lock in place, thereby breaking the circuit depending on what bump
you hit in the road. Now I'm busy trying to determine if I should try to glue the bulb in place
while I search for a replacement socket. Worked fine for about a month. Now all of my blinker
flash twice the speed. All the bulbs work fine so there is something going on with the wiring.
This product has given me nothing but headaches with how it works one minute and doesn't
work the next. Easy easy easy to install. I wished the bulbs didn't come anyway installed
because they did bust during delivery. We had to shake the broken pieces out. Had to buy new
bulbs which was inexpensive but overall I am happy! I had no issues installing these on my own
and it only took a few minutes less than They arrived promptly and everything fit perfectly. See
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